
The architects Marta Domènech, David López López and Mariana Palumbo, members of the
international collective MAP13, are three young architects who combine their professional
career with the academic one. Currently they are employed as researchers at the university.
Marta, in the Design Department of the School of Architecture of Barcelona at the UPC;
David, in the Block Research Group in the Institute of Technology of Architecture at the
ETH Zurich and Mariana, in the GICITED research group in the Materials Laboratory of the
School of Building Construction of Barcelona also at the UPC.

“Bricktopia”, by the architects of the MAP13, is the winning project in the “Build-it” category
at the International Festival of Architecture Eme3.
It is a vaulted structure made of brick using a traditional construction technique called
thin-tile vault (or “Catalan vault”). It has been designed with new digital tools to optimize
the structure through geometry.
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MAP13
Barcelona•Spain
location Fabra i Coats, Barcelona, Spain
client Eme3
architects Marta Domènech, David López, Mariana Palumbo
photo map13
www.map13.net
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The vaulted pavilion sets out the contemporary validity of this traditional system, native 
of Catalonia and widely used in various parts of the world for centuries. It is economical,
sustainable, with formal and functional versatility and nowadays it is also offering the
possibility of being built in developing countries for roofs, stairs, etc. Unlike the construction
that can be seen these days, this project aims to restore the expertise and imagination of the
building hands. “Bricktopia” has been built by excellent builders who have made an
unprecedented craftsmanship. The challenge that requires good layout in tile vault
construction, especially with a complex shape like this one, suggests the work as an
opposite to the mechanical work.

“Catalan vaults” are masonry structures made with bricks and binder. The bricks are
placed flat setting up two, three or more layers. Traditionally thin bricks -or thin tiles-
are used because of their lightness, which is a necessary condition to build the first layer
on space using gypsum or fast setting cement. The aim of using these binders for the 
first layer is the quick adhesion achieved so that the bricks get attached within seconds 
to the edge walls or to the previous arcs or stable sections already finished, avoiding 
the necessity of centering. The second and subsequent layers can be set with lime or
Portland cement mortar. For this project, fast-setting cement was used for the first layer.

The formal complexity of this project required some guides for the workers to assure that
the final geometry achieved was exactly the one that was designed, as its stability under
self-weight depends on its shape. A fast and cheap formwork was constructed with
cardboard and steel rods.
The structural analysis showed the required thickness of the vault: two layers of bricks in
the lower part (60% and three on the higher one, which meant approximately 40%
of the vault’s area.
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Evolver is an inhabitable sculpture erected for the Zermatt Festival, the renowned annual 
event for Chamber Music featuring the Berlin Philharmonic amongst many others. As an
architectural artefact, Evolver intervenes spatially on the panorama surrounding Zermatt and 
was designed and executed by a team architecture students in ALICE’s second year studio. 
In an effort to take full advantage of the site’s extensive and astounding views, the project sits 
strategically next to the lake Stelli at an altitude of 2536m. Its structure consists mainly of a 
succession of 24 rotating frames supporting an enclosed space that visitors are encouraged
to enter. As he or she progresses through the space, a concealed but uninterrupted 720°
movement is unravelling along a transformed panorama. This transformation occurs inside,
while a person is moving along a selective string of openings only to be caught peeling off 
a sequence of unexpected views from the original landscape. Wobbling below and above a 
distant horizon, ground and sky have been re-orchestrated into an orbiting panorama by
a journey that has already culminated to where it started: a loophole on the skyline.
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ALICE Atelier de la Conception de l’Espace 
Lausanne•Switzerland
location Lake Stelli, Zermatt, Switzerland
constructed area 72 m2

client Zermatt Festival and Zermatt Tourismus
architect ALICE Atelier de la Conception de l’Espace / Ecole Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne (EPFL)
teaching team Dieter Dietz, Olivier Ottevaere, Daniel Pokora, Katia Ritz
design EPFL Students in High Altitude
students Ahmed Belkhodja, Augustin Clement, Nicolas Feihl, Olivier di Giambattista, Eveline Job, Martin 
Lepoutre, Samuel Maire, Benjamin Melly, Adrian Llewelyn Meredith, François Nantermod
photo Joel Tettamanti / ALICE Studio EPFL
www.alice.epfl.ch
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Daphne is a site-specific installation situated within the tunneled stairway that interplays
with the notion of concealing and revealing the ancient interior surfaces of the tunnel
leading to the peak of Pyrgos. Made entirely of self-supporting paper panels, Daphne
creates an enclosure that intervenes the visitors’ perception of the existing conditions as
a container of conglomerated memory as the paper panels age and take their shape
accordingly to the local condition. The installation is part of Santorini Biennale of Arts.

A village is a vessel of memory, and reaching to the highest peak at Pyrgos from the main 
village square is, therefore, an excursion to its past memory where every surface
contains a history.
During the excursion to the Kasteli, visitors will have to encounter a tunnel stairway
that leads to the destination. The history of the tunnel may be unknown to visitors and
the space of the tunnel may seem insignificant to the passers by at first.
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24º STUDIO
Kobe•Japan
location Pyrgos, Santorini, Greece
materials Watercolor Paper  light source string LED  area 25 m2 / 82 sf
design 24° Studio (Fumio Hirakawa + Marina Topunova)
client Santorini Biennale of Arts Organizing Committee
curator Paola Gentili
collaborators Vassilis Zorzos, Sophia Arapoglou, Gregory Frangos, Andri Siaele,Vasso Asfi,
Costas Bissas, Ioannis Vlachos, Samson Fytros, Antonis Tsemai
www.24d-studio.com
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A small pavilion on the campus of Kyoto University of Art and Design, born from a
collaboration between architect Ryue Nishizawa and design office nendo. The location:
a steep hill face covered in luxurious vegetation. On a clear day, you can almost count the
36 crests of the hills that line Kyoto’s eastern edge. The adjacent area is earmarked for
a new grove of Japanese plum trees,  and their fragrant early spring blossoms will only
add to an already beautiful site.
Nishizawa used a single roof to incorporate these elements into the pavilion’s design. The 
roof is subtly inclined to follow the angle of the site. Dipping under it, visitors realise that 
the roof, delightfully and ambiguously, is also a wall. The pavilion’s spatial experience is 
intended to remind visitors of walking in the mountains under thick tree cover. To date, 
many of Nishizawa’s buildings have felt like bright, open and airy fields or gardens, and the 
furniture inside them like wildflowers that blur the boundary between interior and exterior 
space while adding brightness and color. But for the shady interior of this wooden structure,
clinging onto the hillside exposed to the elements, we thought that furniture like fungi 
would be much more appropriate. Our mushroom-like stools for the space were handmade 
by artisans to slightly different shapes and sizes, giving a more natural effect. The stools’ 
layout – clustered at the base of pillars, or in the nooks and crannies by stone walls and 
staircases – evokes the way that mushrooms grow in the wild, and details like a handrail 
that transforms into a mushroom continue the metaphor. We wanted to design architectural 
elements that would ‘grow’ naturally from the space, rather than to put furniture in a room.
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NENDO
Tokyo•Japan
client Kyoto University of Art and Design
design nendo
photographer Daici Ano 
www.nendo.jp
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“Metropol Parasol”, the Redevelopment of the Plaza de la Encarnacíon in Seville, designed
by J. MAYER H., became already the new icon for Seville, - a place of identification and 
to articulate Seville’s role as one of the world´s most fascinating cultural destinations.
“Metropol Parasol“ explores the potential of the Plaza de la Encarnacion to become the
new contemporary urban centre. Its role as a unique urban space within the dense fabric of
the medieval inner city of Seville allows for a great variety of activities such as memory,
leisure  and commerce. A highly developed infrastructure helps to activate the square,
making it an attractive destination for tourists and locals alike.

The “Metropol Parasol“ scheme with its impressive timber structures offers an
archaeological museum, a farmers market, an elevated plaza, multiple bars and restaurants
underneath and inside the parasols, as well as a panorama terrace on the very top of the
parasols. Realized as one of the largest and most innovative bonded timber-constructions
with a polyurethane coating, the parasols grow out of the archaeological excavation site
into a contemporary landmark, defining a unique relationship between the historical
and the contemporary city. “Metropol Parasols“ mix-used character initiates a dynamic
development for culture and commerce in the heart of Seville and beyond.
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J. MAYER H
Berlin•Germany
location Plaza de la Encarnación, Seville, Spain
client Ayuntamiento de Sevilla / SACYR
architects Jürgen Mayer H.,  Andre Santer,  Marta Ramírez Iglesias
building area 5.000 m2    total floor area 12.670 m2    height of the building 28,50 m    floors 4
structure concrete, timber and steel
photo Nikkol Rot for Holcim Foundation
www.jmayerh.de
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The 2 shots are “giveblood.ie” and a blood droplet, the logo for the Irish Blood Transfusion 
Service. For the shoot we prepared 2 drawings, which on the morning of the shoot we staked 
out into the sand with bamboo marking each umbrella location. The site is Sandymount in
Dublin, which has an extensive tidal area of very even gradient. The photo’s were all taken 
approaching high tide with the water level increasing at a rate of 220mm for every half 
hour so both of the final shot’s involving over 150 volunteers we’re taken within a half hour.
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abgc DESIGN / SEAN & YVETTE
Dublin•Ireland
architect / designer abgc design
photographer Sean & Yvette 
www.seanandyvette.com
www.abgc.ie
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Hidemi Nishida is an environmental artist/architect based in Norway and Japan. Nishida
promotes “Fragile experience” through all his works that mentions people the most
primitive sence of living.

This winter temporary shelter leads people to gather, having a party, stay, feel the
connection to the woods or the world in the white woods.

This fragile function as being a shelter in the wild nature makes you a bit restless to
satay there alone, but when few number of people get to gather into there, it’s get be
wonderfully cozy, empathetic space.

This is a reconfirmation of beginning of the “house” or “comunity”. And it remind people a
primitive enjoyment to live.
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HIDEMI NISHIDA Studio
Bergen•Norway
location Sapporo Art Forest, Sapporo Hokkaido Japan
size 20 x 2m  materials Wood, Plastic Screen, Stove
architect Hidemi Nishida
photographer Anna Nagai
www.hdmnsd.com
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